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Abstract—In this work, for a wireless sensor network (WSN) of n randomly placed sensors with node density � 2 ½1; n�, we study the

tradeoffs between the aggregation throughput and gathering efficiency. The gathering efficiency refers to the ratio of the number of the

sensors whose data have been gathered to the total number of sensors. Specifically, we design two efficient aggregation schemes,

called single-hop-length (SHL) scheme and multiple-hop-length (MHL) scheme. By novelly integrating these two schemes, we

theoretically prove that our protocol achieves the optimal tradeoffs, and derive the optimal aggregation throughput depending on a

given threshold value (lower bound) on gathering efficiency. Particularly, we show that under the MHL scheme, for a practically

important set of symmetric functions called divisible perfectly compressible (DPC) functions, including the mean, max, and various

kinds of indicator functions, etc., the data from �ðnÞ sensors can be aggregated to the sink at the throughput of a constant order �ð1Þ,
implying that, our MHL scheme is indeed scalable.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, data aggregation, percolation theory, aggregation capacity.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DATA aggregation is a key energy saving functionality in
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for both data gather-

ing applications and event-based applications, since the
communication cost is often the higher order of the
computation cost [1], [2], [3]. Various data aggregation
schemes have been proposed, e.g., cluster-based structures
[4], [5], [6] and tree-based structures [7], [8], [9]. In data
gathering applications, such as environment and habitat
monitoring [10], [11], [12], sensors periodically send the
sensed data to the sink. When the traffic pattern and
network topology are assumed to be invariable, the
structure-based [7], [8] methods need low-maintenance over-
head and are thus applicable for such application scenarios.

It has been shown in the literature that the achievable
minimum data rate among all sensor nodes is severely
limited for random WSNs if we insist data from all sensors
should be collected. In this paper, we design structure-
based aggregation schemes for WSNs to achieve the optimal
tradeoffs between the aggregation throughput and gathering
efficiency. Here, the gathering efficiency refers to the ratio of

the number of the sensor nodes whose data are gathered
successfully to the total number of sensor nodes in the
network. Collecting data from a subset of sensor nodes is
reasonable because of the potential spatial correlations
among sensed environment. In our protocol, for the
neighborhood of every node, we will approximately select
� portion of nodes and aggregate their data to the sink.
Such a sampling scheme will achieve high aggregation
throughput while maintaining the spatial coverage by the
sampled sensors.

For data gathering, we focus on an important set of
symmetric functions called divisible perfectly compressible
(DPC) functions, such as the mean, max, and kinds of
indicator functions [13] that will be used to compute the
data aggregation. Two characteristics of this work are
extracted as following:

. To meet specific application requirement, e.g., full
coverage, k-coverage, connectivity, etc., the node
density (number of nodes per unit area) can be
treated as a varible within a large range. Thus, we
consider a random deployed WSN with a general
density, where n sensors constitute a network with
node density �, 1 � � � n, rather than the special
random dense networks [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22] or random extended networks [20],
[21], [23], [24], where � ¼ n and � ¼ 1, respectively.
Depending on the requirement of gathering effi-
ciency, we determine the thresholds of the density �
by which the aggregation throughput and tradeoffs
are divided into different regimes.

. As the node density is decreasing and the area of
deployment region is thus increasing, we need to
rely on some long links to ensure the network
connectivity. For those long links, it is unrealistic to
set the link rate to be a constant order as under the
protocol model and physical model [14]. Hence, we
design efficient protocols under a more realistic
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communication model called generalized physical
model [20], [22], [24], [25], rather than under the
protocol model [15], [17] or physical model [13].

Under the structure-based aggregation schemes for a
random WSN, the aggregation throughput for a specific type
of function is mainly limited by the following two factors:

1 Outliers: In random networks, given a proper
threshold (upper bound) on the length of links,
there is a giant connected component in which any pair
of nodes can be connected by the link of length
below the threshold [26]. While, there might be some
nodes, called outliers, [27], outside a specific con-
nected component. To reach them, some links longer
than the threshold are needed, which possibly leads
to a lower link rate.

2 Dense Components: Given a deterministic routing,
in the conflict graph modeling link interferences,
there might be some cliques (complete subgraphs) of
high-order size. Then, the scheduling of correspond-
ing links might become a bottleneck.

To address these limitations and challenges, we design
two efficient protocols to improve the tradeoffs between
throughput and gathering efficiency.

. Single-Hop-Length (SHL) Scheme: The routing is
nonhierarchical and consists of the links with similar
lengths. By selecting a certain number of sensors in
local regions depending on the given lower bound
on gathering efficiency, we improve the aggregation
throughput by deliberating the bottleneck produced
by the second limitations, i.e., dense components.

. Multiple-Hop-Length (MHL) Scheme: The routing
is hierarchical and consists of the links with various
lengths. By selecting a fixed number of sensors from
local regions and limiting the length of those long
links, we improve the aggregation throughput by
deliberating the bottleneck produced by both the
outliers and dense components.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

1. Scalability is an important metric when designing
the network protocol. We prove that under the MHL
scheme, the measurements from �ðnÞ sensors can be
aggregated into the sink at the throughput of order
�ð1Þ, which means that the MHL aggregation
scheme is indeed scalable. To the best of our
knowledge, our MHL scheme is the first scalable
structure-based aggregation scheme.

2. Combining the schemes SHL and MHL, we derive
the optimal tradeoffs between the aggregation
throughput and gathering efficiency for DPC func-
tions in the random WSN with general density �,
1 � � � n. When we set the gathering efficiency to
be 1 and the node density � to be �ðnÞ, the resulted
aggregation throughput is specified into the ordin-
ary aggregation throughput for random dense
WSNs [13], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].

3. For some DPC functions, called type-threshold DPC
functions, we introduce the block coding technique
[17] into the local aggregation of SHL scheme, by
which the throughput and tradeoffs are significantly

improved. Then, combining with the MHL scheme,
we derive the optimal throughput and tradeoffs as
in Theorem 5.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we introduce the system model and formulate the problem.
In Section 3, we propose two aggregation schemes for
random WSNs with general density. We derive the
achievable aggregation throughput and the tradeoffs
between it and the gathering efficiency in Section 4. In
Section 5, we derive the results by introducing block coding.
In Section 6, we review the related work. In Section 7, we
draw some conclusions and future perspective.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

2.1 Network Model

We consider a random WSN, where sensors are deployed
on the 2-dimension plane according to a Poisson point
process of density � with � 2 ½1; n�. We focus on a square
Að�; nÞ ¼ ½0;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
� � ½0;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
�. Then, according to Cheby-

shev’s Inequality (Lemma A in Appendix A, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.312), the
number of sensors in Að�; nÞ is within ½ð1� "Þ � n; ð1þ "Þ �
n� with high probability. To simplify the description, we
assume that the number of nodes is exactly n, without
changing the final results in order sense. Denote
SðnÞ ¼ fs0g [ fs1; s2; . . . ; sn�1g, where s0 is the sink node
and si; i 2 ½1; n� 1� are the ordinary sensor nodes. We
denote such a random WSN by Nð�; nÞ.

Next, we examine the scaling characteristics ofNð�; nÞ as
n!1, according to the relation between � and n. First, we
recall an existing result about random euclidean minimal
spanning tree (EMST) from [28]. Denote the length of the
longest edge of EMST built on the set of n nodes in Nð�; nÞ
by Lð�; nÞ. According to the result in [28, (1)], by a simple
scaling, we have

Lemma 1. For the random variable Lð�; nÞ, and for any real
number �ðnÞ, it holds that

lim
n!1

Pr � � � � ðLð�; nÞÞ2 � logn � �ðnÞ
� �

¼ e�e��ðnÞ :

From Lemma 1, let �ðnÞ ¼ � ln lnn, we get that Lð�; nÞ ¼
�ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn=�

p
Þ with high probability, e.g., 1� 1

n ; and let
�ðnÞ ¼ lnn, we obtain that Lð�; nÞ ¼ Oð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn=�

p
Þ with high

probability, e.g., at least 1� 1
n . Hence, we have

lim
n!1

Pr
�
Lð�; nÞ ¼ �

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn=�

p ��
� 1� 1=n: ð1Þ

Now, we can define the criteria of the extended scaling versus
dense scaling networks according to the order of the length of
Lð�; nÞ, i.e., �ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn=�

p
Þ.

Definition 1. Given a random WSN Nð�; nÞ, it is dense
scaling if

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn=�

p
¼ Oð1Þ, i.e., � ¼ �ðlognÞ; otherwise, it

is extended scaling.

Note that the cases of � ¼ n and � ¼ 1 correspond to the
well-known random dense networks [14], [20] and random
extended networks [20], [24], respectively.
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2.2 Communication/Interference Model

Generally, there are three widely used types of commu-
nication/interference models: the protocol model [14], physi-
cal model [14], and generalized physical model [25]. We adopt
the generalized physical model as it is more realistic than
the other two, [20], [22], [24], [25].

Let Kt denote a scheduling set in which all links are
scheduled simultaneously in time slot t. Specifically,

Definition 2. Under generalized physical model, when a
scheduling set Kt is scheduled, the rate of link i 2 Kt is of

Ri;t ¼ B� 1 � fi 2 Ktg � logð1þ SINRði; tÞÞ; ð2Þ

where

SINRði; tÞ ¼ P � ‘ðjti � rijÞ
N0 þ

P
j2Kt=i P � ‘ðjtj � rijÞ

;

ti and ri denote the transmitter and receiver of link i,
respectively; j � j represents the euclidean distance between two
points; ‘ð�Þ denotes the power attenuation function that is
assumed to depend only on the distance between the
transmitter and receiver [14], [20], [24], [29]; ‘ðj � jÞ :¼
j � j�� for dense scaling networks, and ‘ðj � jÞ :¼ minf1; j � j��g
for extending scaling networks [20].

2.3 Aggregation Throughput for Wireless Sensor
Networks

As in the models of most related works [13], [17], [18], [19],
every sensor node si; i 2 ½0; n� 1�, periodically generates
measurements of the environment, which belong to a fixed
finite set M with jMj ¼ m, and the function of interest is
then required to be computed periodically for the measured
data. Then, each measurement can be indicated by log m
bits. Note that all the logs in this paper are to the base 2.
Please see the illustration in Fig. 1. Take the temperature
monitoring, for example, M can be defined as f�50�C;
�49:9�C; . . . ;þ49:9�C;þ50�Cg, and m ¼ 1;000. Define the
function of interest to sink node as gn:Mn ! Gn; further-
more, for any node k 2 ½1; n�, define the function of the

sensor measurements as gk:Mk ! Gk, where Gk is the range
of gk. Take function max for instance, gk can be defined as
the maximum value among all the data from k’s descen-
dants (w.r.t. an aggregation tree, [30]). Suppose that each
sensor has an associated block of L readings, known a priori
[17]. We call L rounds of measurements an aggregation unit.
We again take temperature monitoring as an example,
assume that the sensor samples the temperature every
5 mins, we thus can treat six rounds of readings (e.g.,
30 mins) as one aggregation unit by setting L ¼ 6. Notice
that the aggregation operation can only be applied to the
data from the same round. Before formulating the definition
of aggregation throughput, we introduce some notations in
Table 1.

2.3.1 Aggregation Functions of Interest

We focus on an important class of symmetric functions
called DPC functions [13]. Functions such as the mean, max
(or min), and various kinds of indicator functions all belong
to this category. A necessary condition of the DPC functions
is provided in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. If an aggregation function gk, 1 � k � n, is perfectly
compressible, then jGkj ¼ �ðmÞ, where Gk is the range of
function gk.

Note that jGkj ¼ �ðmÞ is not a sufficient condition ensuring
the aggregation function gk to be perfectly compressible [13],
[17]. For simplicity, we assume that jGkj ¼ m for a perfectly
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Fig. 1. System model. An aggregation unit consists of L measurements.
Each measurement can be indicated by log m bits.



compressible aggregation function, without changing the
order of the derived throughput. Functions like max, min,
etc., indeed belong to this category.

2.3.2 Achievable Aggregation Throughput

Denote an aggregation scheme by Aðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, where

. L denotes the block-length, which determines a
sequence of message passings between sensors and
computations at sensors;

. Sð� � nÞ 	 SðnÞ, � 2 ð0; 1�, is a subset of sensors
which will be used to measure the gathering
efficiency;

. input any Mð��nÞ�L 2 Mð��nÞ�L from all sensors in
Sð� � nÞ, output gL

ð��nÞðM
ð��nÞ�LÞ at the sink node.

Next, we define the achievable aggregation throughput.

Definition 3. For a given aggregation function: gn:Mn ! Gn,
we say a throughput of �ðnÞ ¼ L�log m

T bps �-achievable, if
there exists an aggregation scheme Aðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ under
which there is a subset Sð� � nÞ such that the corresponding
Mð��nÞ�L 2 Mð��nÞ�L can be aggregated into gL

ð��nÞðM
ð��nÞ�LÞ

at the sink node within T seconds.

Based on Definition 3, we have

. The ordinary achievable throughput [13], [17], [18],
[19] is indeed 1-achievable.

. We say a �-achievable throughput asymptotically 1-
achievable if lim infn!1� ¼ 1. We also directly call it
asymptotically achievable.

. We call the ratio � the gathering efficiency of a specific
aggregation scheme Aðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ.

2.3.3 Tradeoffs between Aggregation Throughput and

Gathering Efficiency

It is intuitive that there exists a tradeoff between the
aggregation throughput �ð�; nÞ and gathering efficiency
�ðnÞ. Define such a tradeoff as

�ð�; nÞ ¼ �ð�; nÞ ��ðnÞ:

Obviously, �ð�; nÞ ¼ Oð1Þ. Particularly,

Definition 4. We say that an aggregation scheme Aðn; L;Sð� �
nÞÞ is scalable if

�ð�; nÞ ¼ �ð�; nÞ ��ðnÞ ¼ �ð1Þ; ð3Þ

i.e., �ð�; nÞ ¼ �ð1Þ and �ðnÞ ¼ �ð1Þ, where �ð�; nÞ is the
throughput derived by Aðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ.

3 AGGREGATION SCHEMES FOR RANDOM

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Both proposed aggregation schemes are based on lattices.
To simplify the description, we recall a notion called scheme
lattice from [31].

Definition 5 (Scheme Lattice). Partition a square region A ¼
½0; a�2 into a lattice consisting of square cells of side length l,
we call the produced lattice scheme lattice, and denote it by
ILða; l; �; �Þ, where � 2 ½0; �4� is the minimum angle between the
boundaries of A and the sides of cells.

3.1 Single-Hop-Length Aggregation Scheme

We design the scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ based on the
scheme lattice IL1 ¼ ILð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z � lnn=�

p
; 0; �Þ. According

to Lemma D (Please refer to Appendix B, available in the
online supplemental material), for all cells in IL1, the
number of sensors inside each cell is w.h.p. within
½ð1� "4Þ � lnn; ð1þ "5Þ � lnn�, where "4 and "5 are some
constants depending on z and defined in Table 2. For
simplicity, we ignore the details about the integer, and
assume that the number of rows (or columns)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n

z�lnn
p

is
always an integer, without changing the results in order
sense. Taking the cell in bottom left corner as the origin with
a 2-dimensional index ð0; 0Þ, we give each cell in IL1 an
index in the order from left to right and bottom to top, i.e.,
the index of the cell in top right corner is ð�; �Þ, where
� ¼ �ðnÞ ¼

ffiffi
n
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z�lnn
p � 1. Without loss of generality, we assume

that the sink node s0 is located in the cell ð�; �Þ. Choose
randomly just one sensor from each cell as the aggregation
station, we obtain a set, denoted by B, consisting of n

z�lnn
sensors. Let bi;j 2 B denote the aggregation station in cell
ði; jÞ. Note that the sink node s0 can be selected as the
aggregation station of cell ð�; �Þ. Define a sequence of sets

Hh;v :¼ fbi;jjði mod 3 ¼ hÞ ^ ðj mod 3 ¼ vÞg;

where h 2 f0; 1; 2g and v 2 f0; 1; 2g. Then, the aggregation
scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ is described as follows:

. Local Aggregation: In each cell of IL1, � � lnn sensors
are selected, if applicable, where

� ¼ max � � ð1þ "5Þ;
1

lnn

� �
: ð4Þ

L rounds of measurements from those sensors are
aggregated to the aggregation stations by a single
hop; all transmissions are scheduled by a 4-TDMA
scheme, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

. Horizontal Backbone Aggregation: L rounds of
data held by each aggregation station are aggregated
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to the adjacent aggregation stations in the order from
left to right in a pipelined fashion (Algorithm 1); all
transmissions are scheduled by a 9-TDMA scheme,
as illustrated in Fig. 2b.

. Vertical Backbone Aggregation: L rounds of data
held by each aggregation station in the �th-column
are aggregated to the adjacent aggregation stations
in the order from bottom to top in a similar pipelined
fashion to Algorithm 1; all transmissions are
scheduled by a 3-TDMA scheme, as illustrated in
Fig. 2b.

Algorithm 1. Horizontal Backbone Pipelined Aggregation

3.2 Multiple-Hop-Length Aggregation Scheme

We design another aggregation scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ
based on the scheme lattice IL2 ¼ ILð

ffiffi
n
�

p
; cffiffi

�
p ; �4 ; �Þ, where c > 0

is a constant and the specific value is determined in Table 2.
Choose randomly a sensor from each nonempty cell, called
aggregation station, then, we can build the aggregation backbones

using the method in [20], [32]. Please see the illustration in
Fig. 3. The backbone stations, i.e., the stations on the aggrega-
tion backbones, are connected by only short links, whereas
every peripheral station, i.e., the stations other than backbone
stations, can access a specific backbone station node in one-
hop transmission.

For a given constant 	 > 0, partition the scheme lattice
IL2 into horizontal (vertical) rectangle slabs with the
horizontal (vertical) width of

ffiffi
n
�

p
and the vertical (hor-

izontal) width of

wR ¼ ð	 lnmÞ � c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=�

p
; ð5Þ

where m ¼
ffiffi
n
pffiffi

2
p

c
. We assume that m

	 lnm , denoting the number
of rectangle slabs, is an integer. Then, according to [20,
Theorem 5], we have

Lemma 3. For any constants c; 	 satisfying

0 <
2

c2 � ln 6
< 	 <1; ð6Þ

there exists a constant $ depending on 	 and c such that for all
horizontal (or vertical) slabs, there are w.h.p. at least $ � lnm
horizontal (or vertical) aggregation backbones, where
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Fig. 2. Aggregation scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ. The shaded cells are simultaneously scheduled. (a) In each cell, � � lnn sensors are selected, if
applicable. (b) The black square is the sink node.

Fig. 3. Aggregation backbones under the scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ.



0 < $ <
	 � ðc2 � ln 6Þ � 2

lnð1� e�c2Þ þ c2
: ð7Þ

When the aggregation backbones are built, the cells in
each slab can be assigned averagely to $ � lnn aggregation
backbones. For instance, each slab is further divided into $ �
lnn slices, and each slice is mapped to a specific backbone.
Anyway, the distance between a peripheral station and the
corresponding backbone station is within ð0; wR�. Now, we
give the aggregation schemeA2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ. The involved
constants are all defined in Table 2.

. Selection: Choose a subset of cells that contain
aggregation stations, denoted by CCð�Þ, in which the
aggregation stations are at distance of at most 
 � wR

to the corresponding aggregation backbones, where


 ¼ max
�

1� "9
�$
	
; 0

� �
: ð8Þ

. Local Aggregation: In each cell in CCð�Þ, choose
randomly at most c ¼ dð1þ "6Þ � c2e sensors, if
applicable, where "6 > 0 is defined in Table 2 by
letting �� ¼ c2; L rounds of measurements from
those chosen sensors are aggregated to the aggrega-
tion station by a single hop; all transmissions are
scheduled by a 4-TDMA scheme based on the
scheme lattice IL2.

. Draining Aggregation: All peripheral stations in
CCð�Þ drain the L rounds of data into the corre-
sponding backbone stations by a single hop of
distance at most 
 � wR; all transmissions are sched-
uled by a K2-TDMA scheme based on IL2, where

K ¼ 2 � 
 � wR

c=
ffiffiffi
�
p

& ’
þ 1

 !
: ð9Þ

. Horizontal Backbone Aggregation: L rounds of
data held by each backbone station are horizontally
aggregated to the adjacent backbone stations in the
order from left to right in a similar pipelined fashion
to Algorithm 1, until the data are aggregated into the
backbone stations on the backbones passed through
by the sink node s0, denoted by bs0

; all transmissions
are scheduled by a 9-TDMA scheme, as illustrated in
Fig. 2b.

. Vertical Backbone Aggregation: L rounds of data
held by each backbone station in the backbone bs0

are aggregated to the adjacent aggregation stations
in the order from bottom to top in a similar pipelined
fashion to Algorithm 1; all transmissions are
scheduled by a 3-TDMA scheme.

4 �-ACHIEVABLE AGGREGATION THROUGHPUT

4.1 �-Achievable Throughput under SHL Scheme

First, according to Step 1 of A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the number of
sensors is at least � � n, then, it is easy to get that

Lemma 4. Under the scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the derived
throughput is �-achievable.

Theorem 1. Under the scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ with
L ¼ �ð

ffiffi
n
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p Þ, the achievable throughput for DPC functions is

of order

�1ð�; nÞ ¼
� 1

��logn

� �
when � 
 ½logn; n�

� �
�
2

��ðlognÞ1þ
�
2

	 

when � 
 ½1; logn�;

8><
>:

where � is defined in (4).

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the ordinary achievable
throughput [13], [17], is indeed the 1-achievable through-
put under Definition 3. Giridhar and Kumar [17] designed
an aggregation scheme under the fixed-range protocol model
[14] by which the achievable throughput of a special case
of random dense scaling WSNs (RDS-WSN), i.e., Nðn; nÞ,
is of �ð 1

lognÞ.
Next, we prove Theorem 1 in two cases, i.e., random

dense scaling WSN and random extended scaling WSN
(RES-WSN).

4.1.1 Proof for RDS-WSN

By using a 4-TDMA, the total rate of each cell is sustained of
Rd

LA;1 ¼ �ð1Þ. Then, it takes

T d
LA;1 � � � lnn � L � log m=Rd

LA;1 ¼ Oð� � L � lognÞ;

to finish the local aggregation of L rounds of measurements.
By using the 9-TDMA scheme, each link can sustain a

rate of Rd
HBA;1 ¼ �ð1Þ. Then, by Algorithm 1, it takes

T d
HBA;1 � 9 � ðLþ �ðnÞ � 3Þ � log m=Rd

HBA;1;

to finish the horizontal backbone aggregation of L rounds of
data. Since L ¼ �ð�ðnÞÞ, T d

HBA;1 ¼ OðLÞ. Similarly, we get
that it takes T d

VBA;1 ¼ OðLÞ to finish the vertical backbone
aggregation of L rounds of data.

Hence, under the scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the �-
achievable throughput is of order

�1ð�; nÞ ¼
L � log m

T d
LA;1 þ T d

HBA;1 þ T d
VBA;1

¼ �
1

� � logn

	 

;

which proves the lemma.

4.1.2 Proof for RES-WSN

By using a 4-TDMA, the total rate of each cell is sustained of
Re

LA;1 ¼ �ððlogn
� Þ
��2Þ. It takes

T e
LA;1 �

� � lnn � L � log m

Re
LA;1

¼ O � � L � ðlognÞ1þ
�
2

�
�
2

 !
;

to finish the local aggregation of L rounds of measurements.
By using the 9-TDMA scheme, each link can also sustain

a rate of Re
HBA;1 ¼ �ððlogn

� Þ
��2Þ. Then, it takes

T e
HBA;1 � 9 � ðLþ �ðnÞ � 3Þ � log m=Re

HBA;1

¼ O L � logn

�

	 
�
2

 !
;

to finish the horizontal backbone aggregation of L rounds of
data. Similarly, we get that it takes T e

VBA;1 ¼ OðL � ð
logn
� Þ

�
2Þ to

finish the vertical backbone aggregation of L rounds of data.
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Hence, under the scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the �-

achievable throughput is of order

�1ð�; nÞ ¼
L � log m

T e
LA;1 þ T e

HBA;1 þ T e
VBA;1

¼ �
�
�
2

� � ðlognÞ1þ
�
2

 !
;

which proves the lemma.

4.2 �-Achievable Throughput under MHL Scheme

First, we have the following result.

Lemma 5. Under the scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the derived

throughput is �-achievable.

Proof. It is clear that the total area of the cells passed

through by the horizontal backbones is at least of $
	 � n� .

According to Step 1 of A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ (Selection), there

is a region of area
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
� 
 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
in which all sensors

are considered to be gathered.
From Lemma D in Appendix B, available in the online

supplemental material, there exist w.h.p. some cells
containing !ð1Þ sensors, while we only choose at most c
(a constant) sensors in Step 2 of A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ (Local
aggregation). That means that we have to discard some
sensors. Combining Lemma D and Lemma E in Appen-
dix B, available in the online supplemental material, we
get that the number of omitted sensors inside the region
of area

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
� 
 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=�

p
þ $

	 � n� , i.e., ð
 þ $
	Þ � n� , is at most

of "8 � ð
 þ $
	Þ � n. From Lemma D in Appendix B,

available in the online supplemental material, the
number of sensors inside this region is at least of
ð1� "2Þ � ð
 þ $

	Þ � n. Then, ð1� "9Þ � ð
 þ $
	Þ � n � � � n,

which completes the proof. tu
Theorem 2. Under the scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ with

L ¼ �ð ffiffiffinp Þ, the �-achievable throughput for DPC functions

is of order

�2ð�; nÞ ¼
� 1
ð
�lognÞ2þ1

� �
when � 
 ½ð
 lognÞ2; n�

� �
�
2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2þ�
�
2

	 

when � 
 ½1; ð
 lognÞ2�;

8><
>:

where 
 is defined in (8).

Before proving Theorem 2, we propose the following

lemma,

Lemma 6. Based on the scheme lattice IL2 (Fig. 3), for any integer

D > 0, there exists an RðDÞ, such that in each cell there is a

sensor that can transmit w.h.p. at a rate RðDÞ to any

destination located within a distance D �
ffiffiffi
2
p
� cffiffi

�
p , where

. RðDÞ ¼ �ðD�2Þ, when D ¼ Oð
ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ,

. RðDÞ ¼ �ð �
�
2

D�þ2Þ, when D ¼ �ð
ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ.

Due to the similarity to the proofs of [20, Theorem 3 and

Theorem 4], we omit the detailed proof. The following

corollary clearly holds.

Corollary 1. During the draining aggregation phase of the

scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, it holds that D ¼ �ð
 � lognÞ.

Now, we begin to prove Theorem 2 in two cases when


 � logn ¼ Oð
ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ and when 
 � logn ¼ �ð

ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ.

4.2.1 When 
 � logn ¼ Oð
ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ

According to Lemma 6 during the local aggregation phase,
the total rate of each cell can be sustained of order
RLA;2 ¼ �ð1Þ. Then, it takes

TLA;2 � dð1þ "6Þ � c2e � L � log m=RLA;2 ¼ OðLÞ;

to finish the local aggregation of L rounds of measurements.
Similarly, during the horizontal backbone aggregation

phase, each link can sustain a rate of RHBA;2 ¼ �ð1Þ. Then,
by Algorithm 1, it takes

THBA;2 � 9 �
�
Lþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n
p

=c
�
� log m=RHBA;2 ¼ OðLÞ;

to finish the horizontal backbone aggregation of L rounds of
data; and we get that it takes TVBA;2 ¼ OðLÞ to finish the
vertical backbone aggregation of L rounds of data.

For the draining aggregation phase, by Corollary 1 and
Lemma 6, the link in this phase can sustain a rate of
RDA;2 ¼ �ð 1

ð
�lognÞ2Þ. Thus, it takes

TDA;2 � L � log m=RDA;2 ¼ Oðð
 � lognÞ2 � LÞ;

to finish the draining aggregation of L rounds measure-
ments.

Hence, under the scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the �-
achievable throughput is of order �2ð�; nÞ ¼ �ð 1

ð
�lognÞ2þ1
Þ,

where 
 ¼ maxf �
1�"9
� $

	 ; 0g.

4.2.2 When 
 � logn ¼ �ð
ffiffiffi
�
p
Þ

There is no change on the link rate except for the draining
aggregation phase. From Lemma 6, the link rate is achieved
of order RDA;2 ¼ �ð �

�
2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2Þ. By a similar procedure to the
previous case, we can obtain that under the scheme
A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the �-achievable throughput is of order
�2ð�; nÞ ¼ �ð �

�
2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2þ�
�
2
Þ.

4.3 Tradeoffs between Throughput and Gathering
Efficiency

Based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We get that

Theorem 3. Under the schemes A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ and

A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the optimal �-achievable throughput for

DPC functions, denoted by � :¼ �ð�; nÞ, and the tradeoff

between the aggregation throughput and gathering efficiency,

denoted by � :¼ �ð�; nÞ, are summarized as follows:

. W h e n �ðnÞ ¼ ð1� "9Þ � $	 þOð 1
lognÞ o r �ðnÞ 2

ð0; ð1� "9Þ � $	 �,

� ¼ � ¼ �ð1Þ for all � 
 ½1; n�:

. When �ðnÞ � ð1� "9Þ � $	 
 ð 1
logn ;

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p �,

� ¼ � ¼
� ��=2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2

� �
when � 
 ½1; ð
 lognÞ2�

� 1
ð
�lognÞ2
� �

when � 
 ½ð
 lognÞ2; n�;

8<
:

where 
 ¼ �ðnÞ
1�"9
� $

	 .
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. When �ðnÞ � ð1� "9Þ � $	 
 ½ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p ; 1�,

� ¼ � ¼
� ��=2

ðlognÞ1þ�=2

� �
when � 
 ½1; logn�

� 1
logn

� �
when � 
 ½logn; n�:

8<
:

Detailed tradeoffs under two schemes are presented in Fig. 4.

From Theorem 3.we have the following observations:

1. The SHL scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ is not scalable.
2. Under the MHL scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, when

�ðnÞ ¼ ð1� "9Þ �
$

	
þO 1

logn

	 
	 

;

the �-achievable throughput is of order �ð1Þ, which

means that the MHL scheme is indeed scalable.
We give an example of feasible solutions for the

constants in Table 2:

c ¼ 5; 	 ¼ 10; $ ¼ 9:2032; "2 ¼ 10�5;
"3 ¼ 10�6; "6 ¼ 3; "7 ¼ 10�6; "8 ¼ 10�4:

Then, we can set "9 ¼ 2� 10�4, which means that
the 0.92-achievable aggregation throughput is of
order �ð1Þ.

3. When

�ðnÞ
1� "9

�$
	
¼ ! 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

logn
p
	 


;

the tradeoff under the A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ is better

than that under the A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ (Fig. 4d);

otherwise, it is not better, as illustrated in Figs. 4a,

4b, and 4c.

5 BLOCK CODING FOR TYPE-THRESHOLD

FUNCTIONS

Now, we consider a special case of DPC functions, so-called
type-threshold DPC functions. Intuitively, type-threshold
functions are ones whose outcome can be computed even
if knowing only a fixed number of known arguments (see
[17] for a formal definition). The max function, min function,
and range function belong to this types of functions. The
technique of block coding can significantly improve the
throughput for type-threshold functions in the collocated
network whose conflict graph is a complete graph [17].

During the local aggregation under the SHL scheme
A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the communication graph in each cell is
indeed a collocated network consisting of �ð� � lognÞ
vertexes, because any two links in a cell cannot be
scheduled simultaneously. Then, we introduce the block
coding technique into the SHL scheme A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ;
denote the modified scheme by AB

1 ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ. Based on
Theorem 1, by using the similar procedure to the proofs of
[17, Theorem 4 and Theorem 5], we obtain that

Theorem 4. By using the scheme AB
1 ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ with

L ¼ �

ffiffiffi
n
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p
	 


;

the achievable aggregation throughput for the type-threshold
aggregation functions is of order

�B
1 ð�; nÞ ¼

� 1
logð��lognÞ

� �
when � 
 ½logn; n�

� ��=2

ðlognÞ�=2�logð��lognÞ

� �
when � 
 ½1; logn�;

8<
:

where � is defined in (4).
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Fig. 4. Tradeoffs �ð�; nÞ between aggregation throughput �ð�; nÞ and gathering efficiency �ðnÞ for ordinary DPC functions under the schemes

A1ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ and A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, denoted by SHL and MHL, respectively. Here, 
 ¼ maxf�ðnÞ
1�"9
� $

	 ; 0g, and the constant parameters "9, $,

and 	 are defined in Table 2.



Note that although during the local aggregation under
the MHL scheme A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the communication
graph in each cell is also a collocated network, the block
coding cannot improve the throughput due to the finite
number of vertexes in each collocated network.

Combining Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, we get that

Theorem 5. Under the schemes AB
1 ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ and

A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, the �-achievable aggregation throughput
for type-threshold DPC functions is described in Fig. 5; and
the optimal �-achievable throughput � :¼ �ð�; nÞ and trade-
off between the aggregation throughput and gathering
efficiency, � :¼ �ð�; nÞ, are then summarized as following:

. When 
 ¼ Oð 1
lognÞ: Figs. 5a and 5b,

� ¼ � ¼ �ð1Þ for all � 
 ½1; n�:

. When 
 
 ð 1
logn ;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log logn
p

logn �: Fig. 5c

� ¼ � ¼
� ��=2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2

� �
when � 
 ½1; ð
 lognÞ2�

� 1
ð
�lognÞ2
� �

when � 
 ½ð
 lognÞ2; n�:

8<
:

. When 
 
 ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log logn
p

logn ; ðlog lognÞ
1

�þ2

ðlognÞ
1
2
þ 1
�þ2
�: Fig. 5d,

� ¼ � ¼

� ��=2

ð
�lognÞ�þ2

� �
when � 
 ½1; ð
 lognÞ2�

� 1
ð
�lognÞ2
� �

when � 
 ½ð
 lognÞ2; �0�

�
ð �
lognÞ

�=2

log logn

	 

when � 
 ½�0; logn�

� 1
log logn

� �
when � 
 ½logn; n�;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

where

�0 ¼
ðlog lognÞ

2
�



4
�ðlognÞ

4
��1

:

. When 
 
 ððlog lognÞ
1

�þ2

ðlognÞ
1
2
þ 1
�þ2

; 1�: Figs. 5e and 5f

� ¼ � ¼
� 1

log logn

� �
when � 
 ½logn; n�

� ��=2

ðlognÞ
�
2 �log logn

	 

when � 
 ½1; logn�:

8><
>:
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Fig. 5. �-achievable aggregation throughput for type-threshold functions under the schemes AB
1 ðn;L;Sð� � nÞÞ and A2ðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ, denoted by

SHL-BC and MHL, respectively. Here, 
 ¼ maxf�ðnÞ
1�"9
� $

	 ; 0g, and the constant parameters "9, $ and 	 are defined in Table 2.



6 LITERATURE REVIEW

Earlier, the aggregation capacity for large-scale WSNs was

done by Marco et al. [15]. They considered random dense

WSNs (� ¼ n) under the protocol model [14]. In [17], Giridhar

and Kumar also focused on dense WSNs, and investigated the

more general problem of computing and communicating

symmetric functions of the sensor measurements. They

showed that for type-sensitive and type-threshold functions,

the aggregation capacities for random dense WSNs under the

protocol model are of order �ð 1
lognÞ and �ð 1

log lognÞ, respec-

tively. Moscibroda [13] derived the aggregation capacity

scaling laws of DPC functions for worst case networks. They

showed that under the protocol model and physical model

[14], the aggregation capacity for worst case dense networks

can be achieved of order �ð1nÞ and � 1
ðlognÞ2
� �

, respectively. For

the extended network, Wang et al. [33] showed that under the

generalized physical model, the aggregation capacities for

type-sensitive and type-threshold functions are of order

�ððlognÞ�
�
2�1Þ and �ððlognÞ��=2

log logn Þ, respectively, where � > 2

denotes the power attenuation exponent in the generalized

physical model. Gao et al. [34] studied the problem of

aggregating data from a sparse set of nodes in a wireless

sensor network where the sensors are deployed to detect

relatively rare events. Ying et al. [19] studied the optimization

problem of the total transmission energy for computing a

symmetric function, subject to the constraint that the

computation is w.h.p. correct. Li et al. [35] proposed the

efficient algorithms for data collection and data aggregation

for a multihop wireless sensor network of n nodes, and

studied the complexities of time, message, and energy cost in

various processing operations. Chen et al. [36] studied

theoretical limitations of data collection and data aggregation

in terms of delay and capacity for a random wireless sensor

network of n sensors. They investigated some representative

communication scenarios, such as those with single sink or

multiple sinks, with regularly-deployed or randomly-de-

ployed sinks, with or without aggregation. Under the

cooperative paradigm, Zheng and Barton [23] demonstrated

that the upper bound of the capacity of data collecting for

extended WSNs (� ¼ 1) is of order �ðlogn
n Þwhen operating in

fading environments with power path-loss exponents that

satisfy 2 < � < 4 or� > 4, respectively. The work considered

the aggregation functions without no in-network aggregation

[37], e.g., data downloading problem [17]. In [38], Wang et al.

studied the capacity, delay and their tradeoffs in k-source

converge-cast networks. They considered both stationary and

mobile networks, and showed that the essential key control-

ling the capacity is the redundancy, with inverse relationship.

In [39], [40], by introducing the visual MIMO technique, Fu

and Wang et al. designed two different cooperative schemes

for static and mobile ad hoc wireless networks, respectively.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We study the data aggregation of DPC functions for random
WSNs with general density. We design two protocols, called
SHL and MHL schemes, to derive the optimal aggregation
throughput depending on a given gathering efficiency, and
provide the optimal tradeoffs. Particularly, we show that the
MHL scheme is scalable. The following are some important
and interesting issues to be studied.

7.1 Gathering Efficiency and Coverage Rate

One of main applications of WSNs is to provide proper
coverage of their deployment regions [41], [42], [43], [44].
Recall that for a random WSN of area n=�, the sufficient
condition ensuring k-coverage of a square by a Poisson
point process with density � and unit-area coverage range
[41], [45], [46], [47] is that

�þ ln�þ ðkþ 2Þ ln ln� � lnnþ ðkþ 2Þ ln lnnþ �ðn=�Þ;

where �ðn=�Þ ¼ !ð1Þ if � ¼ oðnÞ. Then, based on this result,
how to build the relation between gathering efficiency and k-
coverage rate, i.e., the ratio of the area of k-covered region to
the total area, should be an important and interesting issue. A
straightforward result is that: under our schemes, we can
select uniformly at random a � portion of sensors, then the
density degenerates to � � �. That means that the network
remains k-coverage, if the following condition holds:

��þ lnð��Þ þ ðkþ 2Þ ln lnð��Þ
� lnnþ ðkþ 2Þ ln lnnþ � n

��

� �
:

In addition, for the selection, the unique constraint is
essentially the given number of selected sensors; then, there
should be an optimal selection scheme in terms of coverage
rate.

7.2 Gathering Efficiency and Monitoring Accuracy

Given a DPC function g, the monitoring accuracy � under a
scheme Aðn; L;Sð� � nÞÞ can be defined as: for a random
variable Mn 2 Mn, let

�ðMnÞ :¼ 1� gnðMnÞ � g�nðM�nÞ
gnðMnÞ

����
����;

we say the monitoring accuracy is achieved of � if

lim inf
n!1

Prð�ðMnÞ � �Þ ¼ 1:

As a special scenario, when Mn follows a uniform
distribution in the region Mn and � � n sensors are
uniformly selected, we conjecture that limn!1� ¼ 1 for
some functions, such as average function, if � ¼ �ð1Þ.

The rigorous analysis can be implemented based on
statistical theory, since the � � n sensors are selected as a
sample of all n sensors.

7.3 Improving Practicality of Schemes

7.3.1 Challenges in Practical Implementation

In this work, we mainly focus on the issue of scaling laws, i.e.,
scaling of the network performance in the limit when the
network gets large, [17], [21]. We aim to investigate the
qualitative and fundamental properties of WSNs in terms of
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aggregation capacity, [17], [33], [40]. We devise two types of
architectural schemes that provide some architectural guide-
lines on how to design the practical aggregation schemes for
WSNs that scale well. It should be emphasized that when
implementing the specific schemes under the proposed
architecture, we need to take into account some technique
details, e.g., the tuning of many parameters and optimization
of some preconstants (Table 2) in the system throughput.

7.3.2 Centralized Schemes versus Decentralized

Schemes

Since sensor nodes are prone to failure in WSNs [48], a
distributed architecture is usually more suitable than a
centralized one for the implementation of WSNs due to the
greater reliability. While, the schemes proposed in this work
are centralized. Then, how to modify these schemes into the
ones in the decentralized pattern, if possible, will be an
important step toward making the proposed schemes more
practical.
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